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THE PAST TENSE: CHOOSING BETWEEN 'AVERE' AND 'ESSERE'
BY SANDRO CUCCIA 

When starting to learn the past tense in Italian – known as Il Passato Prossimo – native English speakers 
encounter the unique situation of having to not only figure out what the equivalent is of the desired verb, 
but that it’s combined with a second verb! 
As an example, let’s consider the following two sentences: 

▶ Yesterday I talked to Erica.◀ 

▶ Then, we went to the movies.◀ 

In Italian, you might mentally analyze the structure like this: 
Let’s see, the Italian word for ‘yesterday’ is ‘ieri’. Great! Now, if I want to say ‘I talked,’ I know that the past 
participle of the verb ‘parlare’ is ‘parlato’. In this case, I have to use the verb ‘AVERE’ as the auxiliary verb, 
and since it’s me doing the action, it’s ‘ho’, so it becomes ‘ho parlato’. Then of course, 
the preposition is ‘con’.  

The result: ▶ Yesterday I talked to Erica.◀ becomes  ▶ Ieri ho parlato con Erica. ◀ 

AVERE = Auxiliary verb 
Parlato = Past participle of ‘parlare’ 

Now, let’s examine the second sentence ▶ Then, we went to the Movies.◀ where things change slightly. 

The word I want to use for ‘then’ is ‘poi’. Next, I know that the past participle for ‘andare’ is ‘andato’ and 
that the auxiliary verb to use here is ‘ESSERE’. Next, the preposition is ‘al’, and the Italian word for ‘movies’ 
is ‘cinema’. However, since there are two of us going to the movies, ‘ESSERE’ is conjugated as ‘siamo’ and 
the ending of ‘andato’ is replaced with an ‘-i’, making it ‘andati’. 

▶ Poi siamo andati al cinema.◀ 

ESSERE = Auxiliary verb 
Andato = Past participle of ‘andare’ 

This discussion has been broken down in great detail for you so you can examine all of the moving parts 
that go into using auxiliary verbs. Knowing how to choose between 'AVERE' and 'ESSERE' is very 
important because you are going to be studying the use of auxiliary verbs in more tenses than just the 
past tense 
So, as we’ve seen, your two choices are AVERE and ESSERE. 

The question is, which one do you choose? 
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HOW TO CHOOSE BETWEEN AVERE AND ESSERE 
While there are, as usual, a few of exceptions, you choose 'ESSERE' with verbs that describe 
movement, a state of being, or a condition, like 'andare' (to go), 'uscire' (to go out), or 'succedere' (to 
happen).  
Reflexive verbs, like 'alzarsi' (to get up) are always conjugated with 'ESSERE'. 
'AVERE' is typically used with all other verbs, like 'parlare' (to speak), ‘studiare’ (to study), 
’mangiare’ (to eat), 'imparare' (to learn). 

What about those exceptions alluded to above? Here are a few examples: 
'Camminare' – to walk:  
Even though this verb deals with motion, it takes 'AVERE' as its auxiliary verb. 
'Diventare' – to become:  
This is one may be tough to figure out, but it does take the verb 'ESSERE' as an auxiliary. 
'Rimanere' – to stay:  
Even though nothing is technically changing when you’re staying in one place, this verb also takes 
'ESSERE' as the auxiliary verb. 

Transitive or intransitive? 
Another way that you could decide which verb to use is to recognize whether the meaning of the verb is 
transitive or intransitive. So, what does that mean? 
Transitive verbs are ones that require a direct object, like 'I finished the book.' It begs the question, 
'What did I finish?' Answer: the book — that’s the direct object.  
These types of verbs take the auxiliary 'AVERE'. 
Intransitive verbs, on the other hand, do not require an object and often represent a change of state or 
condition, as in 'The movie is over.' It was playing, but now it’s over. It’s changed its state.  
These types of verbs take the auxiliary 'ESSERE'. 

Listed below are some other common verbs that take 'AVERE': 
— Fare – to do/to make     — Dare – to give 
— Portare – to bring      — Dire – to say 
— Vedere – to see      — Finire – to finish 
— Sentire – to smell, hear, taste    — Imparare – to learn 
— Aspettare – to wait     — Pensare – to think 
— Bere – to drink      — Perdere – to lose, to miss 
— Capire – to understand     — Potere – to be able to, can 
— Chiedere – to ask      — Scrivere – to write 
— Credere – to believe, to think    — Spiegare – to explain 
— Cominciare – to begin     — Vivere – to live 
— Comprare – to buy     — Volere – to want 
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Here’s a list of some other common verbs that take 'ESSERE': 
— Abituarsi – to get used to     — Rimanere – to stay 
— Arrivare – to arrive     — Riuscire – to be able to, to succeed (at) 
— Entrare – to enter      — Salire – to go up 
— Mettersi – to get dressed  (as in ‘I put on my pants.) — Scendere – to descend, get off 
— Morire – to die      — Stare – to be 
— Nascere – to be born     — Tornare – to return 
— Partire – to leave      — Venire – to come 
— Perdersi – to get lost 

Finally, guess what…! Many verbs can go both ways!  
Let’s look at a few commonly used examples: 
— Cambiare – to change:  
When you’re talking about changing an object, like getting a new job (Ho cambiato lavoro), you use 
'AVERE' as the auxiliary. But when you’re talking about someone changing (In quel periodo sono cambiato 
molto), you use 'ESSERE' as the auxiliary. 
— Correre – to run, to be in a hurry:  
When you’re talking about running, you would use 'AVERE' as the auxiliary (Ho corso nella gara), but when 
you’re talking about being in a hurry, you would use ‘ESSERE’. (Sono corso a casa) 
— Crescere – to grow, to raise:  
When you’re talking about how someone grew up, you use ‘ESSERE' as the auxiliary (Sono cresciuto/a in 
Delaware), but when you’re talking about someone raising children, you use ‘AVERE'  (Mia madre mi ha 
cresciuto/a da sola). 
— Finire – to finish:  
When you’re talking about a person finishing something, like homework, you use ‘AVERE' (Ho finito i 
compiti), but when you’re talking about something being finished, like a movie, you use ‘ESSERE'  
(Il film è finito). 
— Piovere – to rain:  
Typically you can use both ‘ESSERE' and ‘AVERE' as the auxiliary verb here, but when you’re using 
'piovere' to talk about something more metaphorical, like people “pouring in” from a different country 
(500.000 di persone sono piovuti sull’Italia), then you would use ‘ESSERE'. 
— Scendere – to go down:  
When you’re talking about getting off of something, like a train, you use ‘ESSERE' (Sono sceso/a dal 
treno). When you’re talking about going down something, like a set of stairs, you use ‘AVERE'  
(Ho sceso le scale). 

FOR FURTHER STUDY 
This material was covered in my course, “Italiano! Getting Started - Part 4”.  
Please review the course textbook Living Language Italian, the Intermediate book. The material on the 
Italian Past Tense (il Passato Prossimo), can be found in Unit 4, Lesson 15, starting on page 177.


